The P300 component of event-related potentials in schizophrenic patients.
In a pilot study, the P300 component of the ERP subsequent to competitive visual stimulation was examined in 12 schizophrenic patients (paranoid hallucinatory schizophrenia in partial remission, neuroleptic medication). In the competitive stimulation with a varying information content of the non-target stimuli, healthy probands showed a distinct increase in the amplitude of the P300 components according to a in the frequency of the non-target stimuli. The P300 components during these changing stimulatory conditions remained constant in the schizophrenic patients. This reduction in the reactivity of the P300 component subsequent to an increasing information content of the non-target stimuli can be interpreted as a disturbance in the selective information processing. The ability to adequately react to the information content of irrelevant stimuli appears to be reduced in the schizophrenic patients we examined.